Spouse’s Gratitude Challenge – Luka’s Xl vs Gregg’s Xl played at the MCC Oval
Sunday 15th November 2009
LUKA’S XI THRASHES GREGG’S XI IN MATCH OF
“THANKS FROM THE SPOUSES!”
The match was set to be played on a pitch which had a “high and low” from yesterday,
when The Stag’s First XI scored 312 and had the opponents achieving 98 for the loss of
17 wickets.
Gregg’s XI

Luka’s XI

Luka XI to bat first with openers Anna Baird and Linda Van Schalkwyk, who started
aggressively with six off Osner’s first over. Isaacs bowled a neat second over (all the
hours she spends bowling to U10’s Abdul, Danniel and Daryn assisting her) and Luka XI
10/0 in 2 overs. Umpire Osner showing no leniency to bowler Osner and a start to the
calling of wides began. Baird bowled Osner and Luka XI 12/1.
Enter Cornelia Holman, who hung around for some time, before Saney had her bowled for
1. Luka’s XI had progressed to 21/2 with “snail pace” batter Van Schalkwyk (like brother
batting for averages) not out on 4!
Towers came in and stood tall as a “tower” of strength showed no remorse for fellow
players, hitting Stofberg for a great boundary. This partnership lasted for four overs before
Janet Britton cleaned bowled Van Schalkwyk.
Luka’s XI 57/3 in 13 overs. Now playing 12 per team it was decided that it would now
become an AMA 24/24 match.
Taryn Morgan enters, determined to assist partner Shane on how to get into some form,
joined Towers who was now set on 10 runs. A partnership of 23 pursued with Towers
contributing with great assistance from the extra’s column before Isaacs / Eager showed
some great fielding talent to run out Morgan for 1.

Luka’s XI 59/4 in 14 overs.
Enter Caryn Hardenberg and obviously trying to emulate her partner, went for a big one,
but loads of practice still needed to get to Mr Zee’s ability – bowled Readie.
Luka XI 63/5 in 14 overs. Stephanie Taylor walks to the wicket with a serious problem,
how does one bat and hold down a skirt? Well Louise Du Toit worked it out and had her
bowled for 1.
Luka’s XI 67/6, Carstens to bowl and Desiree run out for a duck. Towers been retired on
30 and Michelle Phillips joins Gina Groenewald.
Groenewald and Phillips hesitant to take the fielders on contributed a partnership of 22
(again thanks to extras) and one could clearly see that Phillips had been coached….. “the
occupation of the crease rule!”. Trying to force the pace Phillips hit out and was well
caught by Isaacs’ off the bowling of Eager at mid wicket.
Debbie McCauley joins Groenewald and shows some real “Irish” class and keeps the
scoreboard rolling. Then very sportingly, Groenewald retires herself, to allow Skipper
Theunissen to have a chance to bat and then Umpire Osner showed more sporting mood
by extending the innings to a 26 over per innings 20/20 match!!! (It was too obvious that
being the Bar lady does have perks!)
Theunissen and McCauley took the score to a final 102/8 in their allotted 26 over’s.
Bowlers of note – Osner, Saney, Britten, Du Toit, Readie and Eager all chipping in with a
wicket.
Towers 30 retired, Groenewald 13 self – retired and Theunissen’s 8 bought up the total.
Target had been set at 103 – a huge task!
Kieswetter and Saney to face the cherry and after 2 overs Kieswetter falls to a great catch
by Baird (taken without the baseball mit).
Gregg’s XI 5/1. Osner strides out and see’s the opening bowlers out of the attack. First
change Phillips came on and maintained the pressure with the first maiden over recorded
for the match.
Now Taylor had to bowl and hold (with difficulty) went for extra’s. Phillips into her second
over had Saney caught at short Mid Wicket and Gregg’s XI were glad to see the end of
Phillips with figures of 2 overs 1 maiden 1 for 1.
Taylor, proving all wrong, now concentrated on the bowling rather than the wind and had
Readie caught by keeper Theunissen to finish with 1 for 4.
Gregg’s XI 24/3. Osner still to get off the mark, one would think that coming from a
legendary cricket family they would have explained the importance of scoring runs with
her!!!!!

Stofberg enters and bowlers Hardenberg and Holman began their attempt to dismantle
some furniture, but only in Holman’s second over did she remove Osner, who had dug her
heels in to bat for 10 overs and not to cost any lead from the scorers.
25/4 in 12 and umpire Osner decided he needed a drink after his spouse’s marathon
innings of naught!
Drinks called!
Louise du Toit and Stofberg had to have a tea time chat in order to get the scoring rate up,
but Groenewald had other ideas and bowled Stofberg, 27/5.
Terry Carstens, one of the few in cricket kit, entered and saw a dozen balls before
Groenewald had uprooted her stumps.
Morgan bowling some rollers to Britton, which would have been acceptable in the league
of the Blind cricketers, but failed to roll the stumps over!!! (Well done, Mrs Morg’s, a
slow start to the Stag, but we know there is more in the tank!!)
Du Toit and Britton pushed on, but obviously watched Langa CC yesterday and had no
plan on how to chase a target!
Desiree claimed Brittons wicket, well caught by Phillips at Mid Wicket for 3 runs. Gregg’s
XI 37/7.
Holman launches her arm balls and Du Toit has no problem in getting four runs to the
over. Tash Isaacs has to feel hard done by with Umpire Theunissen making way for Osner
who had relieved himself and first ball from Desiree which hoppled on to hit the stumps
after numerous bounces. Sportingly, Isaacs walked off without showing any dissent, she
has obviously read a copy of the MCC Code of Conduct, but complained to the balcony
once off the field of play!
Desiree finishing with 2/1 in two overs and Greggs XI were struggling.
McCauley bowled Worthington for naught and Theunissen wrapped the tail with a No Ball,
wicket, a wide and another wicket!!!! 2 for 2 in 4 balls.
Well victory To Luka’s XI by 51 runs abd it was only the prizegiving fines meeting to
follow.
Bowlers of note – Desiree 2/1, Theunissen 2/2, Groenewald 2/4 with Towers, Phillips,
Taylor, Van Schalkwyk with one apiece.
Batters Louise do Toit 10 not out.

The Players of the Day…..

……..From Left to Right
Batsmen of the day:
Bowler of the day:
Fielder of the day:

Natasha Towers for her 30 retired including 24 in boundaries.
Luka Theunissen for her 2 wickets in four balls and
Michelle Phillips for two excellent catches which would have
made Langa CC proud yesterday.

(Us cricketers would like to thank all our spouses / Moms for the time they give to
cricket and today was their day, which was a real success. We as players thank you
all for the understanding of the amount of time we spend away from home during a
season.
To Luka and Co, Umpire Osner, Senior players and all spectators, we thank you for
the participation on the day. May we pencil this match as a twice a season
challenge on our Club calendar.
Well Done to all – The Stag welcomes ladies cricket back!!)

Day One - Fixture 1 ‘C’ MCC 1st XI vs Langa CC played at the MCC Oval
Saturday 14th November 2009.
RECORD PARTNERSHIP AS THE STAG HAS LANGA IN A SPIN!!!
After a week of persistent non seasonal rain we arrived to find a pitch well prepared
(again thanks to endless work from our Chairman on Friday and Rich on Sat
morning) and Holman calling heads and being successful again calling to bat. Might have
been a gamble, but we now know our conditions and the batsmen knew the first hour
could be difficult.
10h00 and out stride Braham and Achmat to start proceedings. With the completion of
Bhunga’s over, second of the day, Braham got a ball of the little spot on the pitch and
could not get his gloves out the way for Umpire Wendy to give that ultimate nod and
Braham was very disappointed in returning to the pavilion, Millies 10/1.
Enter Damian and the other opener, Peter, was bowling block hole stuff and Damian’s
wickets were uprooted on his third ball faced……..only to look up and see Umpire Julien’s
arm out signaling a No ball!!!! Well, did he appreciate the “second” life and took great
advantage of it!!!
These two proceeded to bat with caution, but in saying that they were going to punish the
bad balls.
At drinks 11h15 after 21 overs they had progressed to 82/1, a partnership of 72. The
message was to carry on and keep the discipline and enjoy the innings. After drinks they
continued picking up the confidence with Damian getting to his half century first.
When Achmat reached his 50 Damian was well on his way to his maiden century for MCC
with 72 runs. Aggies must have thought that he was not having this youngster
overshadow before lunch and within a matter of balls he had caught Damian up on the
scoreboard.
The third team saw Aggies 50 and after their short warmup they looked again and he was
equal with Damian, they had missed some great cricket, but it was healthy to see the 3rd’s
warming up. ( I have always insisted that is where the mind clicks into the game, a
good warm up is normally indicative of how players will have a good mindset when
taking the field.)
Well lunch came too soon for these batsmen and reluctantly they came off the park for a
well earned rest with Damian on 82 and Aggies 79, the scoreboard says it all!!!!

Lunch Time Score!!!

The two got out after lunch to continue and poor Langa had no answers to the already 173
partnership. The next few overs saw Damian raise his bat for his Maiden century for
Milnerton CC and after ten overs they had pulverized the Langa attack with Damian
showing some real classy reverse sweeps to the boundary. 58 runs in the ten overs
unfortunately with Aggies caught going for that big one to bring up his 100.

Well batted Sir, 94 runs, a partnership of 231 between him and Damian – which was
confirmed as an all time Club record. An innings that lasted for 189 minutes in
approximately 140 balls. (We are so glad Police CC did not recognize this classy
batsmen before it was to late to…….we knew we were going to witness this
fantastic batting and may you continue from strength to strength!)
Enter Justin to see how much he could get the score to in the last 6 overs. Damian and J
had a whirlwind partnership before Damian ran himself out for a brilliant 133 in 196
minutes, approximately 170 balls.
An innings of real professionalism, sheer class and we certainly hope to see more. (A
very proud Mom sat on the stands and of cause the ever active brother, Daniel,
watched between bowling to his mates in the nets – news fed through to the proud
Dad on the bowling green! Well young man, we hope you enjoyed it as much as we
did!!!!)
Millies 270/3 after 57 completed overs and now the Belting boys come together with Zarin
joining Justin who was on 12 not out.
In the last seventeen balls Zarin and J hit 8 off the 58th over and then they broke Sokhany
with 21 off the 59th over and Bhunga braved the final over bagging Justin off the last ball.
Justin out for 32 in 16 balls and Zarin left with tongue hanging out on a undefeated 23
from 8 balls faced.
Milnerton had amassed 312/4 in 60 overs, last done two seasons ago when we ploughed
Cravenby CC to 325 in 64 overs, at that time Fires Van Vuuren 125 and Russouw 76 not!
Langa came off the field for the change of innings alittle dizzy, they did not expect this as
no team has scored 200 against them, never a mind 312!!!!!
(Well that 300 could only look brilliant at the end of the day if we tackled their
batsmen low and early!!!)
Zarin started off hitting the pad on 4 counts first over up without success, but the pressure
was on. Andy also looking hungry into the wind, but it was only after 8 overs that Zarin hit
the pad and Nkomo was adjudged out for 5 and Langa 19/1.
Not to be out done, Andy got Sibinda trapped LBW first ball of his fifth over and Langa
were now 20/2. Netx over of Zarin saw another brilliant ball trapping their opener Amede
for 10 and now Langa were in trouble at 20/3.
With these two openers putting 200% into the attack, it was not long before Andy had his
second, but one can’t take Zarin out of the picture taking the catch behind.
Langa 25/4.

Enter Holman first from the clubhouse end and keeping things tight with a maiden in his
first.
A now exhausted Andy finished off his 9th over into the Milnerton gale and Copie was
warming up. Zarin and Andy had got the in roads into the Langa batting with 2/11 and
2/17 respectively, great opening spell by our guys.
Holman sauntering in for his second over and 4th ball Tsolekile (cousin of the Lions
keeper) lashed out at the ball and was caught at Mid off by Copeland, good low down
catch, to give Rich his first wicket.
In the next 11 overs our twin spins toyed with the Langa batsmen and eventually Holman
clean bowling Meuba to put a close to their innings on 54.
A splendid display of seam and spin bowling and Langa now had 31 overs to see out
before stumps at the end of the day!
Ten minute changeover (smoke break) and we had another new ball in hand to try and
clinch this match in one day. Aggies did comment that the follow on innings is always
more difficult to claim the batsmen’s wickets and we went out to try.
Openers Zarin and Andy, not really having much rest started all over again and bowled
four each before Skipper Holman called for the ball drooling form the thought of more
wickets!
Langa were on survival, but Holman was not to have any of this and with his 4th ball he
had Tsolekile brilliantly stumped by centurion Crowley. Langa 13/1.
Holman adequately backed up by Copeland waited until his 4th over and bowled with a lot
of variance and had his next victim caught and bowled. Langa 15/2.
Holman in his next over again caught and bowled, Langa 15/3.
Next Holman’s over saw a bowled and a LBW and Holman had his fiver and 9 wickets for
the day!!!
With Copeland seeing an opportunity for Sias, old Stalwart playing his first game back in
the first team, Sias was trying to dislodge a couple and they preferred his style of bowling
and at times recklessly taking him on.
Holman with ball back in hand and two balls later had another caught and bowled.
Langa 26/6.
Mkomo, who had tried to get hold of Sias, tried the same from Holman and skied a ball
which swirled in the wind coming over the TMP buildings and who else, but Copie was
under it, in circles, in and out, backward and forward and eventually taking a splendid
catch at deep Mid off.

Langa 29/7.
Sias and Rich tried hard to finish it off and with the last ball of the day a confident appeal
caught behind was turned down.
A day of high quality of The Stag cricket had prevailed and we look forward to wrapping it
up next Saturday.
(Guys as I mentioned before the start of the game that today we were going to play
aggressive cricket and that we did with some splendid blend of controlled
aggression and great skills. As said at the after match chat, that this was a huge
performance and one which we will keep the high intensity for the rest of the
season. We are a polished unit when we all want to contribute as “I” and formulate
that into the team as “WE”!!! Well done to Damian, Aggies and Richard, but these
guys will be the first to say ….no wait ….. well done to all as we are ONE team, ONE
Stag and ONE mission!!!! The beer tasted like mothers milk all night!!!)
Day Two - Fixture Res ‘B’ MCC 2nd XI vs Somerset West CC played away
SCENIC DRIVE TO SEE SHOCKING CONDITIONS FOR RES ‘B’ FIXTURE!
After leaving the club and travelling to Somerset West to arrive to find a field let alone a
pitch of unplayable conditions.
(A call from the Skipper Leon regarding the conditions of play to me, was backed
up in the line of safety first and on hearing the probable’s and possible I assured
him I backed him on his safety first call.
I trust that the team will travel next Saturday with a note of confidence to score a
big score quickly and maybe even a premature declaration in order to back
yourselves to get them out twice – all sounds like a fairy tale, but sometimes cricket
is a funny game!)

Day Two - Res ‘F’ MCC 3rd XI vs Northerns Goodwood CC played at MCC ‘B’
THE FIGHTING STAG PREVAILS……….!
A strengthened 3rd XI took to the MCC B field with a warm up and looking confident in
their 3rd outing of the two day competition. Skipper Blazic lost the toss and was asked to
bat by the NG. Mayhem followed and MCC found themselves at 60/9 when
Craig”Kallis”Zeeman strode out to join Chris Gibson at the wicket.
What the readers must understand is that “Kallis” is always telling the guys that he used to
be and still is a batsman. I don’t know if his innings convinced anyone of this claim but he

did play with the determination, discipline and dedication sought by Coach Craig for many
a season prior to this of more talented batsman in the club.
Before he was adjudged LBW for 14 he had helped Chris Gibson to put on a partnership
of 60 runs for the last wicket to enable MCC to obtain a batting bonus point. (Well done
Gibbo and Kallis for playing your team back into the day and the game!)
Chris Gibson playing an excellent knock of 49 not out showed his undeniable talent is not
limited to spin bowling.
MCC 120 all out.
In reply NG came up against and had no answer to the Chelsea Express, Brian Fulton.
Opening the bowling and bowling unchanged throughout the innings Brian in conjunction
with “Into the wind” Hillman carried on the good form they showed the previous week to
skittle NG for a paltry 52.
Brian Fulton 6/32 in 12 overs and into the strong wind Peter Hillman 1/18 were the intial
destroyers, backed up by Batsmen supreme Gibbo with 2/5 in three!
MCC thus enjoying a 70 odd first innings lead.
Unfortunately for the top order batsmen NG had been bowled out in time for MCC to bat
again. ( I still joked with 2nd team openers Swarts and the returned Brett that please
no small bags on the day!!!)
This resulted in MCC increasing the lead by a further 20 runs and in so doing lost 2
wickets.
A solid start next week followed by quick runs should enable Skipper Blazic to declare and
allow his bowlers sufficient time to bowl Northerns out a second time.
(Thanks Barnsie reporting with huge interest in his team and yes we would not want
anyone to think that the hard work is over, in fact it will only surface once you have
achieved a target and get that red cherry back in hand to finish them off. I trust that
the First team can finish Langa off and then pack the stands to support you
guys…..it has helped in the past and I am sure it will again on Saturday!!!! Good
luck guys!!)
3B MCC 4th XI vs Rygersdal CC played at the Playhouse
THE STAG GAINS MILITARY SUPREME AGAINST “THE DAL”
Special mention must be made of our scorer, Steph. She has been a vital cog in our
machine for two seasons now and thanks to a few tweaks in her “technique” I am glad to

present every batter’s runs AND BALLS FACED for the first time ever! Well done young
lady!
Speculation was rife. We have posted some pretty decent scores of late and depending
on the track Vlam felt that it may be time for us to chase a score...if only to get some
practice in that regard. Slim was one of the first at the field and the word from the junior
game was that the pitch was a little spongy. We tested the claim by bowling a few
looseners on the track and when the first ball kept low we decided to not tempt fate and
rather go with our strength – that is to set a good total and put the opposition under
pressure. We did not feel like chasing even 60 runs on a track that can be a gauntlet to
run later on.
Vlam won the toss and chose to bat.
Openers (Van Heerden and De Vries) were told to knuckle down and stick it out. We all
knew that getting 200 on an up-and-down track would be a difficult target to chase, but
that 160 or 170 would be par.
Runs started flowing from the first over as the Rygersdal bowlers found it difficult to do the
basics the right way – a vital component to do well in the 3B. They leaked 23 runs in the
first 4 overs before Van Heerden called for a silly single (ball was clipped firmly and
straight to short square leg) and had himself run out at the danger end with some room to
spare. Van Heerden out for 10 off 16 balls.
Basson joined De Vries out in the middle and due to further wayward bowling the
momentum never shifted away from Millies.
We lost our 2nd wicket in the tenth over when we had 53 on the board – Basson out for a
well played 22 off 18 balls.
By this time De Vries realized that the success of the team hinged on him batting as many
overs as possible while not taking up too much of the strike. He played within himself to
let the other big hitters bat around him and it worked like a charm. Carl Smit joined him
and together they ripped the Rygersdal attack to shreds. Carl was particularly severe on
anything short as he flayed anything marginally short that sat up for him to punish and
anything that resembled a full pea got hammered with the authority it deserved. Carl
smashed 6 sixes in his innings of 64 off 45 balls before he fell to a sharp stumping – trying
to destroy the bowling figures of the bowler that resembled a spinner. Millies 136/3 in 22
overs.
At the halfway mark the message was simple – De Vries must play like he has up to that
point and everyone else must play with the freedom they want to. It was unfortunate that
Carl had to perish in the way he did, but it gave others the opportunity to follow in his
footsteps, and boy, did they!
Vlam was next in and after getting 2 singles off two balls he got a leading edge to cover
off a leg stump half volley he tried to clip to square leg – normally a bread-and-butter shot
for him - and found himself back in the hut. Millies 141/4 after 23 overs.

Enter Rick Taylor – and enter the worst bowling we have witnessed by ANY 3rd division
side in 5 years! Hip-high full peas got drilled into and over fences, wide half trackers got
cracked to the square boundaries and when the field was sufficiently spread out deft little
dabs were played to secure easy singles and the strike got rotated. A handsome little
partnership of 39 in 4 overs ensued before De Vries got to his 50 with a single and with
the very next ball pushed at a ball that popped on him and presented a simple catch to
short mid wicket. De Vries out for 50 off 60 balls and Millies 180/5 in 27 overs.
The 28th over proved the back breaker for Rygersdal – leaking 21 runs off it and seeing
Rick to a deserved 50. Shortly after he reached that milestone he got caught – out for 52
in 35 balls and Millies on 204/6 after 29 overs. George Kamfer unfortunately had to make
do with the nr. 7 spot in the order and in an effort to push the scoring along came and
gone for 3 (6 balls).
Millies lost a little bit of momentum, but it did not take long before Emile and Slim got on
top the absolute horse manure that Rygersdal was dishing up. Boundaries kept on
coming thick and fast and even though a few more wickets fell Slim and Reece remained
the not-out batters on 24 and 1 respectively after 40 overs. In an unfortunate incident
Slim managed to hurt his hamstring and Rick needed to act as runner for him for the last
three overs. But the trooper that Slim is – rather than tempt fate and have a run-out occur
- he decided to rather mill the hapless bowlers to all corners!
Millies 272/9 – the biggest total posted by the fourths in recent history – surpassing our
previous best of a few weeks ago by 7 runs.
A gut feel (based on their rubbish performance with the ball) gave Rygersdal a 0.5%
chance of reaching that total. So to lighten up the events after the innings break it was
decided to do something totally unheard of.
What started as a joke morphed into a “must-do” and before Vlam delivered his first nut
the fielders lined up in the slips, much to Rick’s “orgasmic” delight! Three slips, two
gulleys and a keeper – ready to pounce.
The poor batter had to poke at one outside off and as if coaxed into it he edged one to
Rick’s right and a great chance was taken to leave Rygersdal on 0/1 in the first over!
Three overs later Vlam struck again in similar fashion and this time Rick took a regulation
catch behind the stumps. Carl Smit, sharing the new ball duty with Vlam in Groenewald’s
absence, picked up another one from the other end and Rygersdal’s chances of getting
the mammoth total was all but wiped out.
Change bowlers Beukes and De Vries were brought on and wickets kept on falling like
skittles. George Kamfer took two good catches at mid on, Vlam took a flat hit to mid off,
Carl took two easy ones and Gabriel pouched a blinder at mid wicket to end the Rygersdal
innings.
Reece Gregg picking up the last wicket after spinning the proverbial web around the
tailenders

Rygersdal all out for 103 in 25 overs and Millies win by 169 runs.
(Skipper comments -This is where I need to congratulate the guys in the 4ths. Everyone
seems to understand what the bigger picture is and everyone strives to perform to his
potential in order for the team to perform at its best. Apart from (literally) a handful of
catches being spilt over the course of the last month our fielding has been superb;
bowlers have toiled away into the wind and tried their best to bowl to instruction. Today,
as your captain, I salute every single one of you guys that made the last few weeks
possible.
I left our club a proud captain on Saturday evening. It’s an honor for me to lead a bunch
of guys like you this season – a fact that can be proved by me deciding to rather play
cricket than be at my wife’s sister’s wedding on Saturday. A decision I will make over and
over again in order to play games with a bunch of guys like you – guys that play for each
other and the team, not just for themselves – and the evidence is in the unselfish way you
all put the team’s needs ahead of your own!
You can feel proud of what you have accomplished. But remember, the season is long
and the toughest is yet to come. Stay positive like you are, work hard, put your bodies on
the line like you have till now and we CAN taste victory come March 2010. Nothing will
make me prouder than to share that moment with you!
Stay sharp!)
Performers:
Jason De Vries – 50 (5 x 4’s, 1 x 6); Carl Smit – 64 (5 x 4’s, 6 x 6’s) – 56 in
BOUNDARIES!
Rick Taylor – 52 (3 x 4’s, 4 x 6’s)
Gert James – 2/28 in 8; Wayne Beukes 2/9 in 5; Reece Gregg 2/9 in 3.2;
Jason De Vries 3/23 in 5
(Hey guys this is the Stag at war and the one that leads is Sargeant-Major Vlam into
the battlefield…. A clinical performance by all and yes the league is not won before
Xmas, but the hard work can be done before Xmas and that is exactly what Vlam
and co are doing on the battlefield / cricket field! Keep the armoury loaded guys!)
3D MCC ‘B’ 5th XI vs St Augustines CC played at Bosmansdam HS
Following the rain during the week, Skipper Mike did not fancy the chances of finding a
prepared pitch at Bosmansdam and so Wray van Schalkwyk was dispatched on a reckie
first thing Saturday morning. Wray’s report back confirmed that the Fighting Fifths would
be playing on a pitch that had not been cut, rolled or marked for at least 2 weeks!
Fortunately the span was prepared for all eventualities and left the club armed with white
paint, brush, tape measure and a marking stick (unfortunately it was not possible to pack
a lawn mower and roller in our kit bags as well).

(Guys just to note that this has been brought to the attention of our Grounds and
Match Co-ordinator and to the committee and we are in the process of talking to the
respective parties!)
The crease was marked (to the correct length!) and was “ready” for play by the time the
opposition rocked up at 13:50. Skipper Mike docked 2 overs for the late arrival but was
completely undecided on what the pitch was going to do so opted not to claim the toss.
The St Augs Skipper Russell ‘PG’ Hendricks called correctly and elected to bat first. No
surprises there as this was the same guy who sent the ball through Mrs Chang’s window
at the Playhouse last year!
The Fighting 5ths were “lead” onto the field by Club Captain Kevin Barnes who was
making his debut for the 5ths. (Go Kevie, what a legend – they say in the
classics…..One man’s loss is another’s gain!!!!! Hardies Marco, but well done The
Fighting Fifths!!) Pooven Rageven and Jade Eager opened the bowling. Pooven
struggled to find the right line while Jade enjoyed bowling on a correct length pitch this
time round. Jade got the double breakthrough in his 4th over with good catches taken by
Kevin at mid-on and keeper Riaan Oosthuizen. This brought PG Hendricks to the crease
and after a subdued start, he eventually disposed of the helmet and together with Coenie
at the other end proceeded to put on 150 runs for the 3rd wicket. When PG Hendricks
came to the crease Skipper Mike politely asked “Are we playing nick behind this year?”
(with reference to the lack of walking ability demonstrated in last year’s fixture), so when
Andre Groenewald Snr was finally brought into the attack PG had no option but to walk
when he got the edge to keeper Riaan, after scoring a legitimate 80 runs this time. Big G
then proceeded to hold onto a brilliant return catch to get rid of Coenie for 54. Rory Keane
picked up a wicket in the last over of the innings with St. Augs ending up on 254/5. Not too
bad considering that they posted 300+ in last year’s fixture.
Kevin and Wray did the job with an opening stand of 63 before going out trying to up the
run rate. No. 3 batsmen Riaan took up the challenge but unfortunately had little support
from the middle order with Vernon van der Berg, Glen Ackerberg, Jacques Wessels and
the Skip only managing to add 20 runs to the total between them. Unlike the Skip the
other 3 at least managed to include a boundary or two to their scoring shots. Pooven
showed his all-rounder credentials by smashing 32 off approximately 20 balls before
Riaan was eventually out for a well played 45. This brought no 11 Jade to the crease in
the last over of the match. The 2nd ball faced by Jade was struck a mighty blow that not
only cleared the rope, but also sailed though the rugby posts for the conversion…..if we
were mixing our sports the shot was definitely worth an 8!
The Fighting 5ths ended up being bowled out with 2 balls to spare and some 64 runs short
of the target, but certainly lived up to their name by scoring a respectable 189 runs. Just
imagine how many runs the 5ths could have scored if the wicket was prepared and there
was no rain and they were able to practice in the week before the match!
(Cricket is a funny game, Holman now reckons that the 1st XI need not practice, but
Reynders is calling for a practice….!! Well done guys, I am sure that in the next few
weeks you will bounce back and knock some shaaimof out of the opposition before
Xmas! Apologies about the conditions at Bossies!)

3D MCC ‘A’ “Closed XI” vs Strandfontein A played at Strandfontein
“THE MOLE HILL MASSACRE!”
The toss won by Grant Peacock. Closed XI to field
After the Millies Mascot team having 2 draws due to rain (we easily would have won both
games) and a loss to a team who are better known as The Stevie Wonder XI. A clinical
performance was required to get us back on winning ways if we are to have any chance of
winning this league. Looking at the pitch and outfield, we wondered if Strandfontein had
their own nuclear plant nearby that created giant mutant Moles. We have never seen
mole hills this size before. On the one end the mole hill was actually directly in the
bowlers run up. Otherwise there was at least one giant mole hill in every 10 squared
meters of the outfield. nasty stuff.
Charl and Bryn opened proceedings with great figures of 4/8 and 1/9 respectively.
Strandfontein in big trouble at 19/5. The first change bowlers did not disappoint either
with David 1/8 and Shaun 3/18, including two humongous sixes. (The only boundaries of
the match).
With one wicket to go, dead eye Collier hit the stumps with a direct throw only seeing one
stump and Strandfontein were all out for 46.
Millies into bat with Ed the Leb and Mac the Mouth. After advising Ed the leb to take it
easy, he smashed the 1st ball of the innings over cover for 4, then another, then a little
single…then bowled. Looked good in the context of this match that resembled a hi-light
package. Peacock and Mac then proceeded to take the win in the 6th over. A well played
26 n/o by Mac.
(Jason Gordon reporting – “Well done to the team and our Man of the
match…again, Charl Crafford with a great 4/8 bowling spell. This rapid victory left
us with far too much time for a fines session that was held in biblical proportions.
Its amazing what these guys can come up with a low scoring game like this where 9
of the players were up for TFC. We are however, still experiencing last minute
cancellations which is putting us under pressure to find players on the day. Come
guys, are you tigers or aren’t you? This is not what we are about. Well done
otherwise boys catch you next week.” )
(Guys you need to pull together and each one needs to recall their last bubble of
brilliance and take that over “The Rope” and perform. I look forward to seeing some
improved performances ahead of just having fun on the park…….target is 3 ‘C’ next
season and we need to set our sights and targets one week at a time! You may be a
closed side, but you still wear and are a big time part of “The Stag”, come guys lets
rock! 1 2 3 TIGERS is the call!)

3E League. MCC 6th XI vs
3E MCC 6th XI vs Kuilsriver, played at the Kuilsriver Sports arena
.

“THE BALL BEATS THE BAT”
With clouds overhead and great looking field (from the boundary) the game was poised to
be a good one. A late change of venue due to Mother Natures fury did nothing to dampen
the fighting spirit of “MCC’s super sixes”.
On a closer inspection, the pitch was more like a rollercoaster that a cricket pitch and the
outfield was like a sponge.
MCC loses the toss and are sent in to bat.
The usual opening pair of Brett Papayanni and JJ Rebello confidently stride to the middle.
With heavy clouds overhead and threatening rain, guard is taken and the first ball faced.
Unfortunately MCC was not off to a good start with the first wicket falling in the 4th over.
Rebello being bowled for 4.
Next wicket to fall was Clint Coetzee, bowled playing around the ball and missing it
completely. Clint out for 2.
MCC had very little contributions down the order except for opening bowler Rob Lucas (
Mr Reliable ) who managed to score 19 not out. Amazing to notice here is that Rob only
hit 2 boundaries in his innings.
Eventually MCC were bowled out for 89 with top scores of 28 by Brett Papayanni and 19
by Rob Lucas being the only scores worth mentioning.
A few somewhat dodgy decision by our umpires and some loose shots resulted in a well
below par score.
With very few runs on the board and a pitch that played pretty true it was obvious that
MCC needed wickets if we were to win this game.
Kuilsriver, being a man down came out to chase down the small total. We knew what we
needed to do. Cut off the singles and force the big hits. A tight line was needed from the
bowlers. Chris Coetzee in his usual opening position steamed in, psyched up and ready
to go. Chris getting some severe swing beat the bat often but was unable to strike in the
first over.
Bowling from the other end Rob Lucas was on target from ball 1, cleaning up the number
1 with the last ball of his first over. Kuilsriver 5/1 after 2
The third wicket partnership was much better than the first but still not good enough for
them. Rob striking again in the 7th over. Bowling a short ball into the body and the
batsmen, choosing to play a pull shot, connected the ball so sweetly that I thought the
cover was going to come off, hit it to the boundary at backward square. Unlucky for the

batsmen Alec “Mike Hussey” Van Wyk was lurking around waiting to pounce. This ball
was flat and hard. Alec now backpeddling to get to the ball got both hands up and then to
me it looked like he thought the catch was just too easy, he dropped the left hand and
took the catch with the right. I am not sure myself if he was going to get both hands to it
or not but all in all, it was a great jumping catch. Comfortably the best catch I have seen
him take. Good take “Mike”. Rob now with figures of 2 wickets for 4 runs in 3.1 overs.
The next batsmen to the crease was a rather interesting guy. Chris Coetzee wanted to
take a bet with the team as to this players occupation. He moved the field around during
their fielding innings after every ball. Chris was adamant that this man was a traffic
official. Well, whatever he did for a living, it certainly was batting. Rob sent him back the
pavilion after 4 balls without troubling the scorers. Rob now on 3 wickets for 4 runs in 4
overs.
Chris struck in is next over and Kuilsriver were 34/4 in 5. Chris going for more runs per
over than normal because he was asked to attack and to do away with his normal line.
The rest of the innings for Kuilriver was anything but impressive. MCC eventually bowling
them out for 67 runs. MCC win by 22 runs.
Bowlers figures of
Chris Coetzee 8 overs, 2 wicket, 41 runs
Rob Lucas 8 overs, 4 wickets, 9 runs and two great catches at first slip. ( Mr Reliable )
Neil Kruger 5 overs, 1 wicket, 8 runs
JJ Rebello 4.1 overs, 1 wicket, 7 runs.
1 Run out.
Kuilsriver were one player short for the day.
(A special note to be made to Rob Lucas and Neil Kruger who bowled extremely well under some
serious pressure and I would also like to thank my whole team for an outstanding effort on the
field and to Fred Besselaar, for his excellent keeping ( first time in that position).
Well done boys, the best bowling and fielding effort for the season. Great showing.
Also worth mentioning was that we bowled 25.1 overs and only conceded 2 boundaries.)

(Brett, I must tell you and “your span” that one is so impressed with the
commitment, the attendance of your guys at functions, being very polite with the
committee members, that winning is not of all importance – you guys are
Ambassadors to the Stag and that is what makes a great club, so well done to all!
And naturally winning helps the beer taste so good…… thanks guys!)
Until next week………………….

